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20 years as a Graphic Designer 
Founder of Guppy Design in Winnipeg 
Former design instructor at RR College
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Featured in Applied Arts &  
Design Edge Magazines
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Multiple Awards, including: 
3 Canadian Country Music Awards  

for Album Design of the Year
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Fraser Papers - Design Inspiration 
GDC SKN Elevators - Best of Show 

GDC MB Blue Sky Awards - Judges Choice
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Former GDC National Education Chair 
Former GDC MB Chapter President 

GDC SKN Communications Chair
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And a Graphic Design mentor  
on a televised episode of Urban Star
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Odelay!
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What is Design?

Purpose, planning, or intention that exists or is thought to exist behind an action, fact, or material object. 

Design is all around us, What your sitting on, the phone in your pocket, the screen/computer for this presentation.  
Someone has taken the time to design, to give thought… not always good, but thought none the less. 
You yourself came here today, decided what to wear, you design your personal style. 



What is Graphic Design?

We can breakdown disciplines of design, some are: industrial design, fashion, archictecture  

Graphic Design 

Graphic design is a creative process that combines art and technology to communicate ideas.  
The designer works with a variety of communication tools in order to convey a message about a product,  
service or idea from a client to a particular audience.  



Image, typography, colour and medium 

The main tools are: image, typography, colour, and medium to create the visual language.



You have to promise what you hear you will keep a secret. 
By order of the Secret Society of Graphic Designers of Canada. 

Graphic Design can be deconstructed into Elements & Principles 



Elements 
Line, Shape, Direction, Size,  

Texture and Colour

The Elements of Graphic Design are: 

Line, Shape, Direction, Size, Texture and Colour



Line

Line 



Line 

The linear marks made with a drawing tool or the edge created when two shapes meet.



Line 

Line is also the invisible lines that connect object to form unity. These invisible lines can be referred to as a grid.



Shape

Shape 



Shape 

A shape is a self contained defined area of geometric (squares and circles),  
or organic (free formed shapes or natural shapes).  



Shape 

A positive shape automatically creates a negative shape.  
A negative shape creates a positive.



Direction

Direction 



Direction 

All lines have direction - Horizontal, Vertical or Oblique.  
Horizontal suggests calmness, stability and tranquillity.  
Vertical gives a feeling of balance, formality and alertness.  

Oblique suggests movement and action. Such as jazz, and a festival. Positive movement. 



Size

Size



Size 

Size is simply the relationship of the area occupied by one shape to that of another. 



Texture

Texture 



Texture 

Texture is the surface quality of a shape - rough, smooth, soft hard glossy etc. 

not only did we use a grainy paper scan, we also too the bark of a willow and incorporated it. 



Texture 

As well a ring from an actual willow tree for the CD, the white are is actually the silver of the disc, 
its really slick. 



Colour

Colour 



Colour 

Colour is light reflected off objects. Colour has three main characteristics:  
• Hue or its name (red, green, blue, etc.),  
• Value (how light or dark it is),  
• Intensity (how bright or dull it is). 

Picking the right colours for the right design is essential.



Colour 

Colour is also making things work in full colour, greyscale, as well as 1 colour. 

The more options, the greater you narrow the guessing game on projects. 

We will talk more colour in a bit. 



Principles 
Balance, Proximity, Alignment,  
Repetition, Contrast and Space

The Principles of Graphic Design are: 

Balance, Proximity, Alignment, Repetition, Contrast and Space



Balance

Balance



Balance 

Balance in design is similar to balance in physics.  

A large shape close to the centre can be balanced by a small shape close to the edge.  

Balance provides stability and structure to a design.  

It’s the weight distributed in the design by the placement of your elements. 



Proximity

Proximity



Proximity 

Proximity creates relationship between elements. It provides a focal point.  

Proximity doesn’t mean that elements have to be placed together,  
it means they should be visually connected in someway. 



Alignment

Alignment



Alignment 

Allows us to create order and organization.  

Aligning elements allows them to create a visual connection with each other. 



Repetition

Repetition



Repetition 

Repetition can create rhythm (a feeling of organized movement). 



Repetition 

It helps to create association and consistency.  



Repetition 

Repetition can create rhythm (a feeling of organized movement). 



Contrast

Contrast



Contrast 

Contrast is the juxtaposition of opposing elements (opposite colours on the colour wheel,  
or value light / dark, or direction - horizontal / vertical).  

Contrast allows us to emphasize or highlight key elements in your design. 



Space

Space



Space 

Space in art refers to the distance or area between, around, above, below, or within elements. 



Gestalt?

Gestalt 

German word for form or shape. It is used in English to refer to aspects of holism.



Gestalt 

German word for form or shape.



Gestalt 

It is used in English to refer to aspects of holism. 

Unity.



The reason for graphic design? 
Communication.

The reason we have graphic design? Communication. 



at Odelay! 

we were tasked by the Government of Manitoba with communicating - 2014 / The Year of Music. 
And obviously, as always, on a shoe-string budget. 

We created an icon that evoked Manitoba and fun. 



Communicating music you need a website 

We wanted to have every bit of news and event that was happening in Manitoba to get fed to the website without much maintenance. We tied into another project 
we were involved with, ManitobaMusic.com 

We found an effective tool for communication, this as well as social media took the project truly province wide. 



Fun visuals 

Conferences, and trade events were attended around the world highlighting 2014 / The Year of Music 
we created some daytime/night time banners.  



Easy and Cheap, 

We used all kinds of mediums to get the word out 
we gave all the nightclubs in the province hand stamps to use as being apart of the initiative. 



Print is not dead 

Traditional print ads were an effective tool for driving the general public to the website for more information. 

When true gestalt is achieved communication spreads like wildfire, 2014 The Year of Music has been extremely successful in showcasing talent all across the 
province. All festivals in the province noted a dramatic increase of awareness and attendance. 

Image, typography, colour and medium, and you can see the elements and principles used.



How old is Graphic Design? 

Around 30,000 - 15,000 BC 

Chauvet Cave, in the south of France, Animals and primitive pictograms were used to communicate 
thoughts and ideas. Principles of Graphic Design are used, but more importantly the reason is used,  
to communicate.



Printing the medium to the masses 

Around 1450, Johann Gutenberg’s printing press made books widely available in Europe. 
“The Gutenberg Bible” was printed. 

His invention of mechanical movable type printing started the Printing Revolution and is widely  
regarded as the most important event of the modern period. Information was now being made 
for everyone, and at a price.



William Morris 

Considered to be the father of modern graphic design. 

In the second half of the 19th century his Kelmscott Press produced many graphic designs,  
considering page layout, how text, image and colour can create that Gestalt, that harmony. 

It also created the collectors market for graphic design as an art. 



World Unrest, Propaganda and Advertising 

It was getting way more inexpensive and faster to reproduce with consistency and experiment with new graphics, new ways to draw type, more colours to add. 

• Toulouse Lautrec - 1892, Moulin Rouge 
• J. M. Flagg's  - 1917, U.S. Army Poster 
• Milton Glaser  - 1966, Bob Dylan , perfectly captures the look of psychedelia, defines it with a visual language.



The Digital Age 

Graphic design is now a free app that you can download today. Just kidding. 

The internet is now the most important event, like the printed page. The world is yet again connected to information. 

The digital age has made Graphic Design and the tools of creation extremely accessible, which is great. 
some would see it as a threat, i see it as an advantage.  
The really great work sings among the clutter. 



A History of Graphic Design 
by Philip B Meggs

For more info, here is a great book the History of Graphic Design 

A History of Graphic Design 
by Philip B Meggs 



Graphic Design 
The Commercial Art

Commercial art traditionally includes designing logos, books, signs, posters, websites, brochures,  
and other displays to promote sale or acceptance of products, services, or ideas. 

We can take the elements and principles of graphic design to create an experience. 
to ride the branding of the product, service or idea within a visual language.



What is Branding?

A brand is not a logo. 
A brand is not an identity. 
A brand is not a product. 
A brand is a persons gut feeling about a product, service or organization. 
It is a persons gut feeling, because brands are defined by individuals, not companies. 
people are emotional creatures, we create and retain memories and experiences thru feelings.



Medium 
“The Poster”

We are gonna focus on one type of project, the poster  

When starting a poster we want to know 4 things: 
• what is it? 
• when is it? 
• where is it? 
• other info, like logos, url, etc. 



We usually decide the size, usually the budget will determine the size 

Most printers, even Staples, will print these traditional sizes.  
11x17 - tabloid 
8.5 x 14 - legal size 
8.5 x 11 - letter 

Qty will determine usually if you are printing digitally or traditional offset (printing press) cmyk 



You want the poster to be enticing, you want the info to be legible. 

Think of the hierarchy of information, imagery is always a sure bet. 
If you want to use illustration, its gotta be good. 

my personal advice when you are starting a poster is to get all the elements on the page. 
and keep it simple. 



Typography 

Typography

Typography
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Typography 

The art or procedure of arranging type or processing data and printing from it. 

Type like image and colour, evokes an emotion (branding?) Since most typefaces were created in different points in our history, then tend to take on that time periods 
fashion. But there are also tried and true standards. 

Type is now identified as fonts. 



Serif         Sans Serif
 Regular   Bold
Italic

 Regular   Bold 

Italic 

Typography 

Fonts are set into weights, bold, regular, as well as on a slant called italics. Italics are normally set for quotes. 

Type size is set in points, which is the smaller measure of the pica, 12 points to the pica, this unit of measure 
is a carry over from the letterpress printing period. 



Typography 

Type also has very distinct terminology, each line of measure has a name and a function. 

Just like most things there is a wholeness working system within. 

For a closer look at type, try drawing it, Calligraphy is an amazing way to understand letterforms. 



Typography 
by Friedrich Friedl,  
     Nicolaus Ott and  
     Bernard Stein

For more info, here is a great book on Typography 

Typography 
by Friedrich Friedl, Nicolaus Ott and Bernard Stein



Typographic Design: 
Form and Communication 
by Rob Carter, Ben Day, 
     and Phillip Meggs

and 

Typographic Design: Form and Communication 
by Rob Carter, Ben Day, and Phillip Meggs 

Lets get back to the poster…



When we create a visual language, we can have posters that tie into each other, but also serve different purposes. 

Type, colour, placement, all create that visual language. 

What programs would we use to create posters, the industry standard is the adobe creative suite… Photoshop for images (pixel based), illustrator for graphics 
(vector based), and indesign puts it al together (page layout). 

print resolution is 300 dpi. screen resolution is 72… images u pull off the internet usually are not good enough quality for printing, as well they are probably owned 
by someone. 



Focus on what the event is about. Imagery, and colour are an effective way to add theme to the design. 

We can see the elements: Line, shape, direction, size, texture and colour all work its way into here,  

and we can see the principles: Balance, proximity, alignment, repetition, contrast and space 



Some posters can be simple, and straight forward. 

Sometimes you are tasked with doing the impossible, but a seasoned  
graphic designer can take loads of info and still make it sing. 



Colour

Colour 

CMYK         Pantone Matching System / Spot            RGB 

Printing: 

Digital / Inkjet, colour laser 

Offset - printing plates 

Other forms of printing: Letterpress, screenprinting, Rotogravure 



Complete  
Colour Index 
by Jim Krause

For more info, here is a great book on Colour 

Complete Colour Index 
by Jim Krause 



The right kind of posters keep the info to the point. 

A great way to maximize the cost on printing, you could leave a space at the bottom and have the client 
place the event information themselves 

The creation of the visual language helps shape the vibe of the event.



The best posters you see on the streets, are the ones that make an event exciting. 

Graphics Work. Graphic Design works. 

Design is all around us, Graphic design is everywhere, when you look you notice and can see the artistry,  
the time and the beauty. When you sit down and design something, you are the creator. 

It is a cool feeling, seeing multiple projects you worked on blanket a city for years to come. 



www.gdc.net

http://www.gdc.net


Thank You.

Thank you. 

Are there any questions?




